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SUMMARY

The first passage time (FPT) problem is an important problem with a wide range of applications in science,
engineering, economics, and industry. Mathematically, such a problem can be reduced to estimating the
probability of a stochastic process first to reach a boundary level. In most important applications in
the financial industry, the FPT problem does not have an analytical solution and the development of
efficient numerical methods becomes the only practical avenue for its solution. Most of our examples
in this contribution are centered around the evaluation of default correlations in credit risk analysis,
where we are concerned with the joint defaults of several correlated firms, the task that is reducible
to a FPT problem. This task represents a great challenge for jump-diffusion processes (JDP). In this
contribution, we develop further our previous fast Monte Carlo method in the case of multivariate (and
correlated) JDP. This generalization allows us, among other things, to evaluate the default events of
several correlated assets based on a set of empirical data. The developed technique is an efficient tool
for a number of financial, economic, and business applications, such as credit analysis, barrier option
pricing, macroeconomic dynamics, and the evaluation of risk, as well as for a number of other areas of
applications in science and engineering, where the FPT problem arises. Copyright q 2008 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many applications in science, engineering, finance, economics, and industry require the solution
of the first passage problem. Examples range from population genetics and other applications in
biology, to neurobiology and neurophysiology, to molecule kinetics and problems in chemistry
and physics, to rare events modelling and quantum information, and to aerospace engineering
applications (e.g. [1–4]). This problem also arises in financial applications. Although methodologies
developed in this paper are applicable to a number of other areas, we exemplify our discussion
here with problems from finance.

In the financial world, individual companies are usually linked together via economic conditions,
so default correlation, defined as the risk of multiple companies’ default together, has been an
important area of research in credit analysis with applications to joint defaults, credit derivatives,
asset pricing, and risk management.

Currently, there are two dominant groups of theoretical models used in default correlation. One
is a reduced form model, such as in [5] that uses a Copula function to parameterize the default
correlation. In this context, it is worthwhile noting that Chen and Sopranzetti [6] have translated
the joint default probability into a bivariate normal probability function, making the analysis and
applications of such models potentially more convenient.

The second group of models for default correlation is a structural form model. Zhou [7] and
Hull and White [8] were the first to incorporate default correlation into the Black–Cox first passage
structural model. They obtained similar closed-form solutions for two assets. However, their models
cannot easily be extended to more than two assets. Furthermore, the developed models do not
include jump-diffusion processes (JDP).

Over the recent years, substantial progress has been made in the development of models from
both of these groups (see, e.g. [9–12] and references therein) with improved performance of such
traditional methodologies such as convolution, transform, and sampling techniques. Nevertheless,
the development of efficient computational tools for modeling default correlations in multivariate
JDP is lagging behind its practical needs.

As demonstrated in [13], jump risk becomes an important factor in credit risk analysis. It is
now widely acknowledged that the standard Brownian motion model for market behavior falls
short of explaining empirical observations of market returns and their underlying derivative prices
[14]. Among other techniques, multivariate JDP provide a powerful tool for the evaluation of risk
in many industrial, business, economic, and financial applications [15–21]. In particular, since
the multivariate jump-diffusion model provides a convenient framework for investigating default
correlation with jumps, it becomes more readily accepted in the financial world.

One of the major problems in default analysis is to determine when a default will occur within
a given time horizon, or in other words, what the default rate is during such a time horizon. This
problem is reduced to a first passage time (FPT) problem that can be formalized on the basis of
certain stochastic differential equations. It concerns the estimation of the probability density of
the time for a random process to cross a specified threshold level. Unfortunately, after including
jumps, only special cases have analytical solutions. For most practical cases, closed-form solutions
are unavailable and we can only turn to the numerical procedures. Monte Carlo procedures and
Markov chain-based approximations have become some of the major tools in addressing complex
problems involving uncertainties in a number of application areas [22–26]. Many such problems
are multiscale in nature [27–35]. In a number of practically important cases, such multiscale
problems require the development of mathematical models that go beyond the description of
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standard diffusion processes [25, 36, 37]. In addition to problems in science and engineering, such
problems also arise in financial applications, in particular in those cases when we have to deal with
stochastic processes involving jumps. Monte Carlo simulation is one of the candidates for dealing
with such problems, and in what follows we focus on the development of Monte Carlo procedures
for solving stochastic differential equations (SDEs) arising in the context of FPT problems. In
conventional Monte Carlo (CMC) methods, we need to discretize the time horizon into small
enough intervals in order to avoid discretization bias [38–40], and we need to evaluate the processes
at each discretized time, which is very time-consuming. Many researchers have contributed to
the field and enhanced the efficiency of Monte Carlo simulation. Atiya and Metwally [41, 42]
have developed a fast Monte Carlo-type numerical method to solve the FPT problem. Recently,
we have reported an extension of this fast Monte Carlo-type method in the context of multiple
JDP [20].

In this contribution, we develop further the methodology for solving the FPT problem in the
context of multivariate JDP, analyze its efficiency numerically, and provide a number of practical
examples from financial applications. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides details
of our model followed by a brief description of our computational implementation in Section 3.
Section 4 contains the simulation results and discussions, followed by the conclusions given in
Section 5.

2. DEVELOPING MULTI-DIMENSIONAL MODELS WITH JUMPS

Mathematical modelling provides a powerful tool in solving a wide range of problems in industrial
applications [43–60] and interdisciplinary approaches play an indispensable role in formulating
state-of-the-art mathematical models in such applications [61]. For some of these applications it is
often the case that a degree of uncertainty about the corresponding system, process, or phenomenon
under the study needs to be incorporated into the model. In what follows we exemplify this
situation by developing a multivariate model for the analysis of default correlations in financial
applications.

2.1. Asset dependence and jump processes

In the market economy, almost all financial applications require a multivariate model with depen-
dence between different assets. In most of these applications, jumps in the price process must
be taken into account. A simple method to introduce jumps into a multidimensional model is to
suppose that the stock prices do follow a multidimensional Brownian motion such, for example,
that this motion has alternating moments and the time intervals between consecutive changes of
these moments are described by a known process [62, 63]. This idea has been used in [63] for
simulations of FPT. Another natural choice to introduce jumps into a d-dimensional model is to
utilize the compound Poisson shocks Nt [62]:

Xi (t) = �i t+Bi (t)+Zi (t), i=1,2, . . . ,d

Zi (t) =
Nt∑
j=1

Yi j
(1)
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where �i are drift term components, B(t) is a d-dimensional Brownian motion with covariance
matrix �=(�i j ) which can be written as

Bi (t)=
d∑
j=1

�i jW j (t)

and Wj (t) is the standard Brownian motion. For the i th process, {Yi j }∞j=1 are i.i.d. d-dimensional
random vectors that determine the sizes of jumps in each individual process. At the j th shock, the
jump-sizes of different processes Yi j may be correlated. Many problems in the financial industry
involving JDP can often be reduced to a problem of seeking optimal (or sub-optimal) control
policies [64].

2.2. Default correlations

Owing to their asset dependence in the market economy, individual companies are inevitably linked
together via dynamically changing economic conditions. Take two firms A and B as an example,
whose probabilities of default are PA and PB , respectively. Then the default correlation can be
defined as

�AB = PAB −PAPB√
PA(1−PA)PB(1−PB)

(2)

where PAB is the probability of joint default.
Now, we can write PAB as PAB = PAPB +�AB

√
PA(1−PA)PB(1−PB). If we assume PA=

PB = p�1, then we have PAB ≈ p2+�AB p≈�AB p. Thus, it is apparent that the default correlation
�AB plays a key role in the joint default with important implications in the field of credit analysis.
As already mentioned, Zhou [7], and Hull and White [8] were the first to incorporate default
correlation into the Black–Cox first passage structural model. In uncertain environments where a
system control is needed, the FPT problem is ubiquitous and many researchers have applied FPT
models in different areas of science and engineering [65–69]. Zhou [7] proposed a FPT model to
describe default correlations of two firms under the ‘bivariate diffusion process’. In particular, if
we denote constant drift terms by �1 and �2, and two independent standard Brownian motions by
z1 and z2, we have the following system for the two firm asset values V1 and V2:[

dln(V1)

dln(V2)

]
=

[
�1

�2

]
dt+�

[
dz1

dz2

]
(3)

where � is a constant 2×2 matrix such that

� ·�′ =
[

�21 ��1�2

��1�2 �22

]
while the coefficient � is responsible for coupling between the two firms in a sense that it reflects
the correlation between the movements in the asset values of these firms. Although this approach
allows us to deduce the closed-form solution of default correlations of two assets [7], it does not
include possible jumps, a feature that has more significant importance in the default correlation
than often perceived. Indeed, simultaneous jumps may enhance the chance of simultaneous defaults
which increases the correlation defaults.
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2.3. Multivariate JDP

For the reason indicated above, we have to consider a more general case. In a complete probability
space (�,F, P) with information filtration (Ft ), suppose that Xt = ln(Vt ) is a Markov process in
some state space D⊂Rn , solving the stochastic differential equation [70]

dXt =�(Xt , t)dt+�(Xt , t)dWt + dZt (4)

where W is an (Ft )-standard Brownian motion in Rn; � :D→Rn,� :D→Rn×n , and Z is a pure
jump process whose jumps have a fixed probability distribution � on Rn such that they arrive with
intensity {�(Xt ) : t�0}, for some � :D→[0,∞). Then, based on the theory developed in [70], we
can reduce the original model to an affine model. In particular, if

�(Xt , t) = K0+K1Xt

(�(Xt , t)�(Xt , t)

)i j = (H0)i j +(H1)i j X j

�(Xt ) = l0+l1 ·Xt

(5)

where K =(K0,K1)∈Rn×Rn×n , H =(H0,H1)∈Rn×n×Rn×n×n , l=(l0, l1)∈Rn×Rn×n , and
assuming that

• the process Wt in Equation (4) has independent components,
• K1=0, H1=0 and l1=0 in (4) that is the drift term, the diffusion matrix and the arrival

intensity are independent of the state vector Xt ,
• the jump process Zt is also independent of Xt ,

we can rewrite Equation (4) as a time-homogeneous stochastic differential equation:

dXt =�dt+�dWt +dZt , �=K0, ��
 =H0, �= l0 (6)

At first sight, Equation (6) is similar to Equation (3), but Equation (6) describes a much more
general model that can be applied to multiple firms, and where jumps have been taken into account.

2.4. First passage time distribution and kernel estimator

Let us consider a firm i ∈{1,2, . . . ,n}, as described by Equation (6), such that its state vector Xi
satisfies the following SDE:

dXi =�i dt+
∑
j

�i j dWj +dZi =�i dt+�i dWi +dZi (7)

where Wi is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion and �i is:

�i =
√∑

j
�2i j

As in [20], we assume that in the interval [0,T ], the total number of jumps for firm i is Mi . Let
the jump instants be T1,T2, . . . ,TMi . Let T0=0 and TMi+1=T . The quantities � j equal interjump
times, i.e. Tj −Tj−1. Let Xi (T

−
j ) be the process value immediately before the j th jump, and

Xi (T
+
j ) be the process value immediately after the j th jump. The jump-size is Xi (T

+
j )−Xi (T

−
j )

and we can use such jump-sizes to generate Xi (T
+
j ) sequentially.
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In a structural model, a firm defaults when the firm’s assets value Vt falls below a threshold
level DV (t). In this contribution, we use an exponential form, defining the threshold level by
DV (t)=�exp(	t) as proposed in [7], where 	 can be interpreted as the growth rate of the firm’s
liabilities. Coefficient �, in front, captures the liability structure of the firm, which is usually defined
as a firm’s short-term liability plus 50% of the firm’s long-term liability. If we take Xt = ln(Vt ),
as mentioned before, then the threshold of Xt is D(t)=	t+ ln(�).

Atiya and Metwally [41] have deduced a one-dimensional FPT distribution in time horizon
[0,T ]. Following their idea, generalized in [20], and defining the event that the process Xi crosses
the threshold level Di (t) for the first time in the interval [t, t+dt], we can obtain the conditional
interjump first passage density gi j (t) for j =1,2, . . . ,Mi . After getting these results in one interval
[Tj−1,Tj ], we combine them to obtain the density for the whole interval [0,T ] by using the
Brownian bridge concept [20]. For each firm, after generating a series of FPT si , we use a kernel
density estimator with Gaussian kernel [71] to estimate the first passage time density (FPTD) f .
Finally, after obtaining the estimated FPTD, f̂ , the cumulative default rates can be written as:

Pi (t)=
∫ t

0
f̂i (�)d� (8)

3. COMPUTATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION

In Section 2, we have reduced the solution of the original problem to a multivariate jump-diffusion
model as described in Equation (7). As we have already noted, once jumps are included in the
process, only for very basic applications closed-form solutions are available [14]; thus in most
practically interesting cases, we have to resort to the numerical procedures. Such procedures should
be computationally efficient for the following reason: If Tj−1 and Tj are any two successive jump
instants, then, even though there is no jump occurring in the interval [Tj−1,Tj ], in the CMC method
we need to evaluate Xi at each discretized time t in [Tj−1,Tj ]. This is a very time-consuming
procedure, motivating to develop computationally more efficient methodologies.

In [41, 42] two modifications of this conventional procedure have recently been proposed that
allow us a potential speed up of the conventional methodology by10–30 times. Both methodologies
(based on the uniform sampling (UNIF) method and on the inverse Gaussian density sampling) were
developed for the univariate case only. In [20] we have extended the Atiya–Metwally procedure to
the multivatiate case. Here, we have developed further the UNIF method applied to multivariate
JDP in the context of the evaluation of the default rates of several correlated assets based on a set
of empirical data. This method is also called in Section 4 as the multivariate uniform sampling
method (MUNIF). As before, the major improvement of the UNIF method stems from the fact
that it only evaluates Xi at generated jump instants while between each two jumps the process is a
Brownian bridge. In this scenario, the algorithm for multivariate J is reduced to the analysis of the
following three steps in a way similar to [20]: (a) first passage occurs inside the interval; (b) first
passage does not occur in this interval; (c) first passage occurs at the right boundary of the interval.
Prior to this, we generate beforejump and postjump values Xi (T

−
j ) and Xi (T

+
j ), respectively, for

the given interval [Tj−1,Tj ], where as before j =1, . . . ,Mi . Finally, we increase j and examine
the next interval by analyzing the above three cases for each non-default firm again. After running
N times the Monte Carlo cycle, we get the FPTD of firm i as f̂i (t)=(1/N )

∑N
n=1 f̂i,n(t), as well

as the cumulative default rates computed according to formula (8).
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4. APPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we will show how our model describes the default correlations of the firms, rated
in the same way, via studying the historical data. We will provide details on the calibration of
the models applied for this description. We start our discussion from two representative examples
with different parameters to compare our methodology with the CMC procedure.

4.1. Credit risk analysis in the two-dimensional case

In what follows, we will provide results of numerical simulations based on the MUNIF method
applied to the two-dimensional case. The parameters for the simulations have been taken as follows:

X0 = [2,2]
, D(t)=[−0.001t,−0.001t]


� = [−0.001,−0.001]
, �=
⎡⎣ �1 0.0

��2

√
1−�2�2

⎤⎦
� = 0.1, �T =1.0

�J = [�J1,�J2]
, �J =[�J1,�J2]

where X0 is the starting value for the process, D(t) is the threshold, � is the constant instantaneous
drift, and � represents the Brownian motion in which � reflects the correlation of diffusion parts
of the state vectors of the two processes. � is the intensity of arrival jumps. The mean value of
exponential distribution used for interjump times (Tj −Tj−1) is �T . �J and �J are the mean and
standard deviations of the jump-sizes, respectively.

In the financial industry, we are often concerned with the default correlation �12(t) of two
processes. It is defined according to (2) with A=1 and B=2:

�12(t)=
P1∩2(t)−P1(t)P2(t)√

P1(t)[1−P1(t)]P2(t)[1−P2(t)] (9)

where Pi (t) (i=1,2) is the probability that process Xi crosses the boundary level at time t (known
as default rate), P1∩2(t) is the probability that both processes cross the level by time t . Default
correlation analysis requires the evaluation of �12(t) and has many applications in credit analysis,
asset pricing, and risk management [7]. In what follows, we focus on how to estimate the default
correlation of two correlated processes via our simulations.

In order to judge the validity and efficiency of our methodology, we use two representative
examples with different parameters. The simulation was carried out with total Monte Carlo runs
N =500000 in time period [0,20]. Moreover, we have also carried out the CMC simulation with
the same parameters and the discretization size of time period �=0.0002.

4.1.1. Same quality processes. First, we consider two same quality processes, i.e. they possess the
same standard deviations �1 and �2 for Brownian motion and the same distributions of jump-sizes,

�1 = �2=0.09

�J = [�J1,�J2]
 =[−0.3,−0.3]

�J = [�J1,�J2]
 =[0.6,0.6]
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572 D. ZHANG AND R. V. N. MELNIK

During the simulations, we have also tested different parameters �. Our results are reported here
for � ranging from −0.4 to 0.7. In Figure 1(a) and (b), we display the simulated default rate (we
only show the results of X1, since process X1 is identical to that of X2) and default correlation with
�=0.4, respectively. We observe that, except for a small underestimation of default correlation,
our method leads to practically identical results compared with the method.

The default correlations with different � obtained using the CMC method and MUNIF method
are shown in Figure 1(c) and (d), respectively. They are practically identical and show that the
default correlations tend to increase with the increase of �.

In order to analyze convergence properties of our methodology, we define

�i = ∑
t

∣∣∣∣ Pi,n(t)−Pi,n−1(t)

Pi,n−1(t)

∣∣∣∣ (i=1,2)

�12 = ∑
t

∣∣∣∣ P1∩2,n(t)−P1∩2,n−1(t)

P1∩2,n−1(t)

∣∣∣∣
(10)
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Figure 1. Simulated (a) default rate of X1 and (b) default correlation with �=0.4. The default correlations
with different � obtained using (c) conventional Monte Carlo method and (d) multivariate uniform sampling
(MUNIF) method. For the conventional Monte Carlo method, the simulations were carried out with total

Monte Carlo runs N =500000 and discretization step �=0.0002.
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Figure 2. The calculated �i (i=1,2) and �12 with �=0.4.

where n is the number of Monte Carlo cycles. �i (i=1,2) and �12 provide quantitative measures
of the convergence. The calculated �i (i=1,2) and �12 with �=0.4 are shown in Figure 2. It can
be seen that all of them become less than 1% after we carry out 200 000 Monte Carlo runs, so the
total Monte Carlo runs N =500000 is adequate enough for all the reported simulations (Table I).

The calculated optimal bandwidth and the corresponding CPU time are given in Table I. As
seen from Table I, the MUNIF approach is much more efficient compared with the conventional
methodology.

4.1.2. Different quality processes. Next, we consider two different quality processes. The param-
eters used in the simulations are,

�1 = 0.09,�2=0.16

�J = [�J1,�J2]
 =[−0.3,−0.6]


�J = [�J1,�J2]
 =[0.6,1.6]
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Table I. The optimal bandwidth hopt and CPU time per Monte
Carlo run of the simulations.

Optimal bandwidth

X1 X2 CPU time

�=−0.4 CMC 0.730696 0.728936 0.216419
MUNIF 0.537507 0.537511 0.002011

�=0.1 CMC 0.730696 0.727525 0.215553
MUNIF 0.537507 0.537308 0.002208

�=0.4 CMC 0.730696 0.727186 0.216779
MUNIF 0.537507 0.537188 0.002330

�=0.7 CMC 0.730696 0.728070 0.215819
MUNIF 0.537507 0.536902 0.002388

For conventional Monte Carlo, the simulations were carried out
with total Monte Carlo runs N =500000 and discretization step
�=0.0002.

We observe that for process X2, it is easier to cross the boundary level. As before, during the
simulations, we have also tested different parameters � ranging from −0.4 to 0.7. In Figure 3(a)
and (b), we display the simulated default rates of processes X1 and X2, and default correlation
between them with �=0.4, respectively. Figure 3(a) also confirms that our methodology gives
practically identical results compared with the conventional methodology. As per the simulated
default correlation, though our approach underestimates the correlation, yet the difference between
them is acceptable in most practical cases.

The default correlations with different � obtained using CMC and MUNIF methods are shown
in Figure 3(c) and (d), respectively. Similar to the case with same quality processes, with the
increase of �, the default correlations tend to increase, especially over long time period. The
CPU time used during the simulations also confirms the efficiency of the developed methodology.
Finally, convergence parameters �i (i=1,2) and �12 are shown in Figure 4 with �=0.4. Again,
after 200 000 Monte Carlo runs, �i (i=1,2) and �12 become less than 1%.

4.1.3. Discussion. From the above simulations, we can draw several conclusions:

1. The developed methodology is much more efficient compared with the CMC method as
demonstrated by a number of representative examples.

2. The developed methodology leads to practically identical results when compared with the
CMC method. The deviation arises from the fact that we have used the approximate corre-
lations to generate FPT.

3. Similar to [7], we conclude that the default correlations of same quality processes are usually
larger compared with different quality processes. Furthermore, the default correlations tend
to increase over long period and may converge to a stable value.

4. The default correlation of two processes is still positive with �=−0.4, this is because their
jump parts are also correlated.

5. The default correlations tend to increase when the parameter � increases, especially over
long periods. This indicates that default correlations are more sensitive to the correlations of
Brownian motion over long period, which should be taken into account in credit analysis.
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Figure 3. Simulated (a) default rates of X1 and X2, (b) default correlation with �=0.4. The default corre-
lations with different � obtained using (c) conventional Monte Carlo (CMC) method and (d) multivariate
uniform sampling (MUNIF) method. For the CMC, the simulations were carried out with total Monte

Carlo runs N =500000 and discretization step �=0.0002.

4.2. Default rates and historic data

Our next example is based on an available set of historic data. In Figure 5, the black line of square
is a set of historical default data of A-rated firm‡ taken from [7].

First, if we do not consider jumps, as assumed in [7], the firm defaults at time t with probability:

Pi (t)=2 ·N
(

− Xi (0)− ln(�i )

�i
√
t

)
=2 ·N

(
− Zi√

t

)
(11)

where

Zi ≡ Xi (0)− ln(�i )

�i

is the standardized distance of firm i to its default point and N (·) denotes the cumulative probability
distribution function of a standard normal variable.

‡A-rated firm stands for a specific kind of firm following the Moody’s Investors Service’s definition.
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Figure 4. The calculated �i (i=1,2) and �12 with �=0.4 for different quality processes.

If historical default rates are given, we can estimate Zi as follows:

Zi =argmin
Zi

∑
t

(
Pi (Zi , t)

t
− Ãi (t)

t

)2

(12)

where Pi (Zi , t) are the theoretical default probabilities (as determined by Equation (11)) and Ãi (t)
are the historical default rates. For the A-rated firm considered here, the optimized Zi value was
evaluated in [7] as 8.06. By substituting the optimized Zi -value into Equation (11), we get the
theoretical cumulative default rates without jumps, given in Figure 5 by the line of circles.

Now, let us consider the UNIF method, briefly described in Section 3 (see also further details
in [20]). First, the developed Monte Carlo simulation allows us to obtain the estimated density
f̂i (t) by using kernel estimator method. We get also the default rate Pi (t) for firm i .
Then we minimize the difference between our model and the historical default data to obtain

the optimized parameters in our model:

argmin

⎛⎝∑
i

√√√√∑
t j

(
Pi (t j )− Ãi (t j )

t j

)2
⎞⎠ (13)
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Figure 5. Historical, theoretical, and simulated cumulative default rates. The theoretical value was calculated
by using Equation (11). All the simulations were performed with Monte Carlo runs N =100000; for

conventional Monte Carlo method, the discretization size of time period has been taken �=0.005.

As in [20], for convenience, we reduce the number of optimizing parameters by:

• Setting Xi (0)=2 and ln(�)=0.
• Setting the growth rate 	 of debt value equal to the growth rate � of the firm’s value [7], so

that the default of firm is non sensitive to � (we have taken �=−0.001 in our computation,
next reported).

• Supposing that the interjumps (Tj −Tj−1) are distributed according to an exponential distri-
bution with mean value equal to 1.

• The arrival rate for jumps satisfies the Poisson distribution with intensity parameter �, while
the jump-size has a normal distribution Zt ∼N (�Z ,�Z ).

As a result, we only need to optimize �,�,�Z ,�Z for this firm, This is done by minimizing the
differences between our simulated default rates and the given historical data. The minimization
was performed by using quasi-Newton procedure implemented as a Scilab program.

The optimized parameters for the A-rated firm are �=0.09000984,�=0.10001559,�Z =
−0.20003641, and �Z =0.50000485. Then, by using these optimized parameters, we carried out
a final simulation with Monte Carlo runs N =100000. The simulated cumulative default rates by
using the UNIF method are shown in Figure 5 by the dash line. For comparison, we have carried
out the CMC simulation with the same optimized parameters. The resulting simulated default
rates are displayed by dotted line in Figure 5. All the simulations reported here were carried out
on a 2.4GHz AMD Opteron(tm) Processor. The optimal bandwidth and CPU time are given in
Table II.

From Figure 5, we can conclude that our simulations give similar results to that theoreti-
cally predicted by Equation (11), and exceed them for short time horizon. The UNIF method
gives exactly the same default curve as the CMC method, but the former outperforms the latter
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Table II. The optimal bandwidth hopt, and CPU time per Monte
Carlo run of the simulations.

Optimal CPU time per
bandwidth Monte Carlo run

Conventional Monte Carlo 0.891077 0.119668
UNIF 0.655522 0.000621

All the simulations were performed with Monte Carlo runs N =
100000; the discretization size of time horizon for the conven-
tional Monte Carlo method was �=0.005.

substantially in terms of computational time. The UNIF methodology is much faster compared
with the conventional method and is extremely useful in practical applications.

4.3. Default correlations: comparison with closed-form solutions

Our final example concerns the default correlation of two A-rated firms (A,A). In Table III we
provide the information on the default correlation of firms (A,A) for 1-, 2-, 5- and 10-year. The
values in the second column were calculated using the closed-form solution derived in [7].

In order to implement the UNIF method, we use assumptions, similar to the ones before, in
order to reduce the number of optimizing parameters:

1. Setting X (0)=2 and ln(�)=0 for all firms.
2. Setting 	=�=−0.001 for all firms.
3. Since we are considering two same rated firms (A,A), we choose � as:

�=
[

�11 �12

�21 �22

]
(14)

where ��
 =H0 such that

��
 =H0=
[

�21 �12�1�2

�12�1�2 �22

]
(15)

and

�21 = �211+�212

�22 = �221+�222

�12 = �11�21+�12�22
�1�2

(16)

In (16), �12 reflects the correlation of diffusion parts of the state vectors of the two firms.
4. The arrival rate for jumps satisfies the Poisson distribution with intensity parameter � for all

firms, and we use the parameters optimized from single A-rated firm, i.e. �=0.10001559 for
all the firms.

5. As before, we generate the same interjump times (Tj −Tj−1) according to an exponential
distribution with mean value equal to 1 for all firms. Furthermore, the jump-size has a normal
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Table III. Theoretical and simulated default correlations
(%) of firms (A,A). The simulations were performed

with Monte Carlo runs N =100000.

Year Reference [7] UNIF

1 0.00 0.00
2 0.02 2.47
5 1.65 6.58
10 7.75 9.28

distribution Zt ∼N (�Zi ,�Zi ), and we use the parameters optimized from a single A-rated
firm, i.e. �Zi =−0.20003641 and �Zi =0.50000485 for all the firms.

As a result, there are only four parameters left to optimize: �11,�12,�21, and �22. The optimiza-
tion was carried out by using the quasi-Newton procedure implemented as a Scilab program. The
resulting optimized parameters are �11=0.06963755,�12=0.02993134,�21=0.03387809, and
�22=0.06691001. We can easily get �1=0.0757976,�2=0.0749978, and �12=0.7673104. The
parameter �12 represents the correlation between diffusion parts of the state vectors of two firms.

The simulated default correlations are displayed in the third column of Table III. Observe that,
the UNIF method gives a little larger default correlation compared with the theoretical predicted
by Equation (11). This is mainly because our optimized �12 is larger than 0.4 used in [7], and we
have used the same interjump times (Tj −Tj−1) for all the firms. Nevertheless, the UNIF method
gives the correct default correlation trend, as the default correlation becomes larger with increasing
time.

5. CONCLUSION

We analyzed the FPT problem in the context of multivariate and correlated JDP by developing
further the fast Monte Carlo-type numerical method—the UNIF method—in the multivariate case.
We demonstrated the efficiency of the developed methodology on the analysis of the default rates
and default correlations for several different, but correlated processes, in which we incorporated
jumps to reflect external shocks or other unpredicted events. Furthermore, we provided an applica-
tion example of simulating default correlations based on the available historic data and compared
the results of our simulations with available theoretical results. Finally, we note that the developed
methodology provides an efficient tool for further practical applications, including credit anal-
ysis, barrier option pricing, macroeconomic dynamics, and the evaluation of risk in other areas of
business and industry.
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